Contest Period: 25th Sept to 10th Nov'20

★ Consumer Premier League ★

Chance to get lucky on every purchase worth ₹10000 of JSW Colour Coated and GL Products*

1st Prize*
Car

2nd Prize*
Bike

3rd Prize*
Mobile

Other Exciting Prizes*
Delhi Capitals Merchandise

Contest Period: 25th Sept to 10th Nov'20

*Terms and conditions apply. Please visit our website www.jswcolouron.in for more details. | This lucky draw offer is not valid in the state of Tamil Nadu. | All images are only for illustration purposes.

www.jswcolouron.in
1800-225-225 (toll free)

JSW GROUP IS A PROUD PRINCIPAL SPONSOR OF THE DELHI CAPITALS
Consumer Lucky Draw Contest – Terms and Conditions

1. The following terms and conditions (“T&C”) shall be applicable for all consumers purchasing JSW Colouron+ (hereinafter referred to as “Product”) from the Company (hereinafter referred to as “Customer”). The Company reserves the right to amend and/or supplement these T&C as it may deem appropriate. Any such changes shall be deemed effective with immediate effect and Customer shall be deemed to have consented thereto.

2. This promotional event includes a prize and the winner shall be selected through a lucky draw (“Contest”) for eligible Customer purchasing the Product between the period of 25th September, 2020 to 10th November, 2020 (including the aforementioned dates) (hereinafter referred to “Contest Period”).

3. The contest shall be conducted at JSW HEAD OFFICE Mumbai or such other venue as may be ascertained and declared by the Company.

4. The prize shall be delivered to the respective winner within 60 days of the winners being announced by the Company at the address provided by the winning Customer in their respective lucky draw entry form.

5. Each winner shall be entitled to win only one prize each, regardless of how many times their lucky draw coupons get picked during the lucky draw event.

6. In the event of any conflict, inconsistencies or discrepancies between the T&C and the contents of any brochure, marketing and/or promotional materials relating to promotion of the Product or the Company, these T&C shall take precedence over any other such document and the decision of the Company in this regard shall be final and binding.

7. The prize shall be delivered to the respective winner within 60 days of the winners being announced by the Company at the address provided by the winning Customer in their respective lucky draw entry form or may be collected from the nearest JSW’s office facility.

8. The Company reserves the right to extend, cancel, discontinue, prematurely withdraw, change, alter or modify the terms, rules or provisions in respect of the Contest or any part thereof at its sole discretion at any time during the Contest Period, as shall be required in view of business exigencies and/or changes by regulatory authority and/or statutory changes and/or force majeure events and the same shall be binding on the Contestants.

9. By participating in the Contest, the Customer is deemed to have accepted and agreed to be bound by these T&C and any other instructions, terms and conditions that the Company may issue from time to time.

10. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

11. The Company shall not be liable for any damages whether special, incidental, consequential, directly or indirectly related to the usage or non-usage of the prize item by the winning Customer. The Company makes no warranty in respect of the prize item and expressly disclaims any guarantees or warranties towards the same. If a winning Customer is dissatisfied with the prize item, the sole remedy available with such shall Customer would be to discontinue using the prize item. The winning Customer agrees and acknowledges that the use of the prize item shall be at the Customer’s sole risk.

12. The prize shall be delivered to the respective winner within 60 days of the winners being announced by the Company at the address provided by the winning Customer in their respective lucky draw entry form or may be collected from the nearest JSW’s office facility.

13. Applicable taxes, if any, shall be paid by the winning Customer before collecting the prize.

14. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

15. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

16. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

17. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

18. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

19. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.

20. The Company reserves the right to modify or cancel the Contest at its sole discretion in the event of any force majeure events including but not limited to natural disasters, terrorism related risks, civil war, government actions or any reasons, which in the opinion the Company may adversely affect the Contest or if continuity of the Contest is not be commercially viable to the Company or for any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company.